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ECTS Value: 3 ECTS

Overall Objectives and Outcomes
In the modern heterogeneous society diversity is inevitable. Educators need not only accept
diversity but moreover celebrate it. Through classroom practices educators should promote
positive inclusive practices and delve into ways of enhancing a collaborative, serene and
welcoming environment. This module will cover the following aspects:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Theories of Inclusive Education
Inclusion as a process
Malta’s National Policy Framework on Inclusion
Disability and Social constructionism
Theories of disability
Practical strategies to include all students in the classroom.
Critical discourse analysis as a tool for researching on inclusion.
Case study: Critical discourse analysis on the views of what constitutes inclusion for
young people identified as falling within the autism spectrum, their parents and their
learning support assistants.

By the end of this module, the learner will be able to:

Competences:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

critically delve into what constitutes inclusion;
be familiar with different theories of inclusion;
determine what diversity in the classroom entails;
critically analyse the local Maltese policy framework on inclusion;
challenge pre-existing discourses in relation to diversity in the classroom;
use different tools and devise activities to promote diversity and inclusion in the
classroom.

Knowledge:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

describe theoretical framework of inclusive education;
explain theories on inclusion;
discuss inclusion as a process;
discuss Malta’s National Policy Framework;
describe any problematic situations in Malta;
give practical ways to cater for diversity in the classroom.

Skills:
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a. take a multi-disciplinary, theoretical and practical approach towards knowledge in
relation to inclusion;
b. analyse theories of inclusion through a social constructionist approach;
c. challenge pre-existing discourses related to inclusion;
d. develop one’s own discourse on inclusion.

Assessment Methods
This module will be assessed through: Presentation and Assignment
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